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Contexte et résultats marquants

Aspects innovants

Contexte : procédés LCM
Resin Injection

Preforming

Heating

Mold Filling
& Curing

Procédés LCM
« Liquid Composite Molding »
!Logiciels de simulation LCM
à l’échelle macroscopique
(PAMRTMTM, PAMFORMTM…)
!Codes de calcul d’identification
de propriétés à l’échelle du VER
(CelPer, REM3D, Plast3D…)
!Procédés LCM classiques :
RTM, LRI, RFI …

Releasing

Contexte : matrices / LCM

• Nouvel outil numérique Multi-échelles et Multiphysiques
• Trois nouveaux procédés LCM pour :
Matériaux 3D non périodiques
Formes non développables
Formes axisymétriques et
matériaux ablatifs

Défis :
– Procédés respectueux de l’environnement
– Allègement des structures

Contexte : préformes / LCM
> couplages HydroMécanique & ThermoCinétique
Etape 1: sans saturation > couplage THM
Etape 2: avec saturation > couplage THM-S
Déformabilité
Compression
Formation
Transport

Les faits marquants
1. Mécanique du renfort
Déformabilité des mèches
> Identification Compaction

des vides

2. Couplage solide/fluide
Influence cisaillement/tension
Influence compaction
> Identification Perméabilité

Porosités

Compaction stress (Kpa)

400

et

virtual compaction tests. This is particularly interesting when the
reinforcement is not yet manufactured or not available. The main
interests are the possible numerical computation of the permeability of the deformed reinforcement stack and the computation of
the homogenised mechanical properties of the reinforcement taking into account the position of the yarn in the stack [46–48]. The
calculation of the permeability of the deformed stack will be a next
step of the present study. It can be performed by the investigation
of the flow of an incompressible Newtonian fluid within the reinforcement [6,8,49,72].
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The mesoscopic simulations of the compaction of composite
reinforcements made of several layers of fabric are based on a hypoelastic behaviour of the yarn. The geometry and the position of
each yarn of the different layers in the compacted state are computed. The orientation of the different layers and the in-plane shear
due to the forming of the reinforcement have been considered.
The simulations of the compaction of composite reinforcements
presented in the present work are in good agreement with experimental results. Nevertheless, there is a question concerning the
possible nesting when the different layers are parallel. The relative
position of two layers in the numerical model can be set to give no
nesting or a maximum nesting or any intermediate situation. The
compressive rigidities in the two cases (with no nesting and with
a maximum nesting) are different. In the experiment it is not possible to set locally the relative position of the plies and the resulting nesting. An average of the shift between layers can be found to
obtain numerical results in agreement with the experimental compaction curve. Nevertheless the experimental position of the layers
is not regular and an analysis of the effect of the random shift of
the laminate layers would be interesting to define a numerical
model consistent with the experiments in the case of parallel layer
stacks.
When the orientations of the layers are different (that is the
standard case), the nesting is much smaller. The initial relative position of the layers is less important and the experimental and
numerical compressive stiffnesses are in good agreement.

Chaleur & Cuisson
Contrainte ext.
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In this compression test, the tension in the yarn is low and the
parameter n of Eq. (11) cannot be identified. To identify n an equibiaxial test (i.e. a biaxial test with identical strains in warp and
weft direction) is performed. During this test, the yarn is transversally compressed, and the yarn is under tension. The coefficient n
identified from this test is n = 3200. Fig. 10a shows the comparison
of the experimental biaxial tensile curve and of the simulated one
with this value. Fig. 10b is a validation of the identified coefficient.
It shows that the first nonlinear part of the uni-axial tensile curve
on the woven fabric is correctly simulated. In this part of the curve,
all of the coefficients play a role.

correctly taken into account and that the simulations can be performed on an RUC. In the case of many of the multilayer reinforcements, the analysis is not periodic (see next sections).
3.5. Simulation of the compression of several layer stacks

In this section, the simulations of stacks of two to five layers of
G986 are performed. The relative position of two successive plies
in the F.E. model can lead to possible nesting of the plies. The
two limit cases, with maximum and without nesting, are considered. Fig. 12a shows a five ply stack without nesting and Fig. 12b
a stack with nesting. In this case, the position of the layers is such
as the nesting is maximum. In the experiment (Figs. 4 and 13) it is
not possible to set the relative position and the resulting nesting. It
takes an average value intermediate between the two cases considered in Fig. 12a and b. Fig. 13 shows that a five-layer stack is less
stiff in compression than a single layer. This is consistent with
the experiment (Figs. 4 and 13). The model with nesting is less stiff
than the same stack without nesting. The experimental compressive curve is between the two simulation curves (with maximum
and without nesting). This in between results is due to the ‘‘average’’ nesting that exists in the experimental stack specimen.
3.4. Simulation of the compression of a single layer
Fig. 14 shows the differences of the deformed transverse section
in both cases, without nesting and with a maximum nesting. These
The compression of a single layer has been used to identify
two cases are clearly different. However they are limit cases, and
some of the material parameters (Section 3.2.2 and Fig. 9). The texthe real transverse section is somewhat intermediate.
tile reinforcement (G986) is periodic at the mesoscopic scale. The
It is possible to find a value of a partial shift of the layers that
analysis can be performed on a Representative Unit Cell (RUC) by
leads to simulated compaction curves that are consistent with
prescribing periodic boundary conditions [69,13]. There is an infinthe experiment. For instance, Fig. 15 shows the good agreement
ity of RUC since an RUC is an elementary domain from which the
of a simulation with a nesting resulting 239
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Fig. 18. Compaction of sheared reinforcements. (a) Sheared fabric and (b)
compaction stress vs. volume fraction for different shear angles.

4. Applications of mesoscopic simulations of reinforcement
compaction
The mesoscopic simulations of the compaction of composite
reinforcements made of several layers of fabric give the geometry
and the position of each yarn of the different layers in the compacted state are computed as shown in Figs. 14 and 19. The mesoscopic simulations have two main interests. They can be used as
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the homogenised mechanical properties of the reinforcement taking into account the position of the yarn in the stack [46–48]. The
calculation of the permeability of the deformed stack will be a next
step of the present study. It can be performed by the investigation
of the flow of an incompressible Newtonian fluid within the reinforcement [6,8,49,72].
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Fig. 19. Geometry of compacted reinforcements. (a) Five parallel plies with nesting, (b) five parallel plies without nesting, (c) three
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compaction stress vs. volume fraction for different shear angles.

The in-plane shear of the reinforcement increases the compressive
stiffness. The numerical results are in very good agreement for a
28! shear angle. The agreement is somewhat less good for 37!. This
is probably because the simulation of the in-plane shear deformation is less accurate for this larger shear angle.
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4. Applications of mesoscopic simulations of reinforcement
compaction

The mesoscopic simulations of the compaction of composite
reinforcements made of several layers of fabric give the geometry
and the position of each yarn of the different layers in the compacted state are computed as shown in Figs. 14 and 19. The mesoscopic simulations have two main interests. They can be used as
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Stratégie itérative pour modélisation de l’interlock

Most of the performed analyses are periodic. In that case, the
computation can be made on a RUC with boundary conditions
ensuring the periodicity [69]. The contact between yarns and yarns
are taken into account with an average frictional coefficient
(l = 0.24) obtained from works on experimental friction measurement [70].

h2

The in-plane shear of the reinforcement increases the compressive
stiffness. The numerical results are in very good agreement for a
28! shear angle. The agreement is somewhat less good for 37!. This
is probably because the simulation of the in-plane shear deformation is less accurate for this larger shear angle.

3.3. Boundary conditions

The mesoscopic simulations of the compaction of composite
reinforcements made of several layers of fabric are based on a hypoelastic behaviour of the yarn. The geometry and the position of
each yarn of the different layers in the compacted state are computed. The orientation of the different layers and the in-plane shear
due to the forming of the reinforcement have been considered.
The simulations of the compaction of composite reinforcements
presented in the present work are in good agreement with experimental results. Nevertheless, there is a question concerning the
possible nesting when the different layers are parallel. The relative
positionFig.
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Five layers
layer stack in
(a) without
nesting and (b) with
maximum
nesting or a maximum nesting or any intermediate situation. The
compressive rigidities in the two cases (with no nesting and with
a maximum nesting) are different. In the experiment it is not possible to set locally the relative position of the plies and the resulting nesting. An average of the shift between layers can be found to
obtain numerical results in agreement with the experimental compaction curve. Nevertheless the experimental position of the layers
is not regular and an analysis of the effect of the random shift of
the laminate layers would be interesting to define a numerical
model consistent with the experiments in the case of parallel layer
stacks.
When the orientations of the layers are different (that is the
standard case), the nesting is much smaller. The initial relative position of the layers is less important and the experimental and
numerical compressive stiffnesses are in good agreement.
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Exemple de maillage fourni par le LAMCOS (à gauche) et maillage construise par CIMLIB pour le
calcul Stokes-Darcy (à droite), on visualise l’isovaleur zéro de la fonction distance à l’interface
mèche-matrice
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Exemple d’adaptation fibre-matrice (échelle
microscopique)

Fig. 19. Geometry of compacted reinforcements. (a) Five parallel plies with nesting, (b) five parallel plies without nesting, (c) three plies 0!/45!/0!.
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Fig. 1. Bubble formation in the squeezing regime at Q2/Q1 ¼0.5 for: (i) silicone oil 47V100 Z ¼ 100 m Pa s (gL ¼ 20.8 m N m " 1, ys ¼131
and time
of 1.6 s) Engineering
and
(ii) glycerol 98% Z ¼ 1100 m Pa s (gL ¼ 62.9 m N m " 1, ys ¼ 901 and time step of 0.8 s).
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Néanmoins, nous avons pu constater que le
nombre de nœuds obtenu n’est pas
optimisé. En effet, la stratégie à suivre pour
la suite des travaux est plutôt de construire
une carte de métrique basée sur un
estimateur d’erreur, celui provenant de
l’analyse de la fonction distance.

Fig. 1. Bubble formation in the squeezing regime at Q2/Q1 ¼0.5 for: (i) silicone oil 47V100 Z ¼ 100 m Pa s (gL ¼ 20.8 m N m " 1, ys ¼131 and time step of 1.6 s) and
(ii) glycerol 98% Z ¼ 1100 m Pa s (gL ¼ 62.9 m N m " 1, ys ¼ 901 and time step of 0.8 s).
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Fig. 2. Normalised bubble length as a function of flow rate ratio for: (a) silicone oils 47V100 and 47V1000 (b) hexadecane, ethylene glycol and formamide and (c) glycerol–
water mixture, glycerol 98% and distilled water.

Fig. 2. Normalised bubble length as a function of flow rate ratio for: (a) silicone oils 47V100 and 47V1000 (b) hexadecane, ethylene glycol and formamide and (c) glycerol–
water mixture, glycerol 98% and distilled water.
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